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PROVIDING SAFE AND UNHINDERED ACCESS

DORMA offers a total range of
automatic slide and swing doors
to assist with access into and
around a building, and so help
with meeting the requirements of
the Disability Discrimination Act.
If operating space is an issue
then our folding or space-saving
doors provide the perfect solution.
We also offer a complete range 
of both manual and automatic
revolving doors.
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DORMA has a complete range of sliding
door systems, making them ideal for
every application.

DORMA’s comprehensive range includes
single and bi-parting doors perfect for
either internal or external applications,
curved sliding doors for a statement
entrance and telescopic systems when
space is an issue. DORMA systems are
available fully framed, fine framed or in
all glass.
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BST- curved sliding door system.

The DORMA BST is a complete sliding door package which creates an extremely impressive entrance and occupies significantly less space
than a traditional straight sliding door. The unit is available in a wide range of sizes and in segment or semi-circle configurations offering
designers and architects the ultimate in design flexibility. The slim line frame of BST gives the unit a very attractive all glass appearance.



DORMA’s range of automatic swing door operators are perfect
for new projects or retrofitting to existing doors.

Ideal for both internal and external applications, they provide
reliability even under heavy usage.
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DORMA ED200i is the ideal automatic
swing door operator, where aesthetics are
important, fitting almost invisibly into the
transom above a door or a pair of doors.
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DORMA ED800 is the perfect operator for
offering increased access and independence
to people that would otherwise be restricted
by conventional manual swing doors.

The ED800 does not require additional safety
equipment to operate safely unlike traditional
automatic swing door operators and provides
inexpensive universal access in low traffic
areas on both existing and new doors.



With unique special swivelling
action, elegant design and excellent
space saving characteristics, the
DORMA RST is the first choice 
of the discerning designer. The
supporting structure and the open
door occupy only a hands breadth
and even at its maximum, the
sweep of the door is only a few
centimetres outside the door line.



The FFT folding door occupies the
minimum of the door opening
width and extremely little in
depth. This makes it especially
suitable for narrow door openings
and other locations where space
is limited.
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DORMA’s range of revolving doors provide an elegant and impressive
entrance to any building and are ideal for satisfying applications where
maximum comfort, safety and design are a must.

Revolving doors provide high throughput capacity for dealing with heavy
traffic, plus effective protection against draughts, cold and heat.
DORMA revolving doors come in a variety of surface finishes, glazing
designs and dimensional ranges, so ensuring maximum flexibility in
creating the perfect complement to any façade.
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The all glass appearance of the KTV Atrium is ideal for use
with glass facades and is also available with a glass roof
for effective façade enhancement.



DORMA's HSW-EM is an innovative
automatic glass sliding shopfront and
partition system which enables
architects and designers to create
entrances and display windows which
can melt away into thin air at the
touch of a button.

Whenever the proprietor decides, the
panels can be moved away with no
effort, taking away the barrier
between potential customers and the
shop's goods and services.
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DORMA UK Limited
Wilbury Way
Hitchin
Hertfordshire
SG4 0AB

Tel: 01462 477600
Fax: 01462 477601
E-mail: autos@dorma-uk.co.uk

www.dorma-uk.co.uk

DORMA Ireland Limited
19 Sandyford Office Park
Foxrock
Dublin 18

Tel: 01 295 8280
Fax: 01 295 8284
E-mail: dormadublin@dorma.ie

www.dorma.ie


